Instruction document 3: Complex searches in Brill's Jacoby Online

In this manual, we will show more advanced combinations of searches that can be made in the Jacoby online.

In the second document, we showed that adding ~1 after a word allowed for a one letter deviation. This search option can also be used for a whole phrase. For example, adding ~1 after the phrase "Perikles of Athens" signifies that there may be a one word deviation:

```
Filter: "Perikles of Athens"~1
```

So this search finds the phrase “...Perikles’ handling of Athens...” allowing for one additional word to be included. You might also choose a larger deviation and search for "Perikles of Athens"~2
This will return the earlier search result but also another, with two additional words: “Perikles’ optimistic assessment of Athens...”

An asterix can be combined with other search options. For example, we might search for all instances of a form of the verb λέγω or εἶπον, by searching λέγ* | εἰπ*. This will, of course, return a very large number of results:

You can also search for different phrase options. For example, to search for all instances of the phrase ‘a fight with’ as well as ‘a battle with’, we can search for "a fight with" | "a battle with":

By combining these search options, it is possible to make very detailed searches within the Jacoby Online.